A New Liver, A New Life
Every day at Medanta
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MEDANTAL INSTITUTE OF LIVER TRANSPLANTATION & REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

Led by Dr. A.S. Soin, Chairman
Performed over 1500 liver transplants
- The liver team of 185 specially trained practitioners have cumulatively performed over 4000 liver transplants including 400 in children
- Expertise in all types of adults & pediatric liver transplants, cadaveric & split liver transplants, acute liver failure, small children - less than 6 kgs, complex liver cancer
- A dedicated centre of pediatric liver disease & transplantation
- A research division specializing in regenerative therapies with stem cell, bio artificial liver & Hepatocyte transplantation, new liver cancer diagnostic techniques

Asia’s 1st dedicated liver transplant institute
- 100 beds dedicated for liver patients, part of 1250 bed multi-speciality hospital
- 22 bedded dedicated liver transplant ICU, part of 350 bed critical care facility
- 4 state of the art dedicated liver transplant OT’s part of a 48 OT complex
- A rapid response liver failure ICU
- One patient undergoes a life-saving liver transplant everyday at Medanta
- One patient with severe liver disease is seen and given a new hope every 10 minutes at Medanta
- One patient with terminal liver failure is transported to Medanta every 6 hours
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